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Anne de Jong is a Dutch sustainability consultant and passionate change
maker and fascinated by the tourism industry. She is focused on contributing to
a futureproof tourism industry that has a positive impact on people, animals
and the environment. From her own consultancy company Fair Sayari (= Fair
Planet) she supports tour operators and destinations through certification
schemes such as Travelife & Green Destinations to develop sustainably and
coaches them to become greener and more responsible. Thereby she also
writes blogs to make sustainability easier, accessible and more fun.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/asdejong94/

Tourism to support local communities, culture & tradition
Tourism to support nature and biodiversity

Community-development through tourism in
before-isolated Karamoja region in Northern Uganda.
Not my own best practice, but this story is too good not to be shared. I have
coached them through their sustainability Travelife Partner level and visited them
last March to experience this undiscovered region in Uganda myself.
The Karamoja region in Northern Uganda has been unthinkable as tourism
destination due to decades of isolation and conflict. Peace has returned and local
tour operator Kara Tunga now develops community tourism in the region aimed at
strengthening community resilience, protecting nature & preserving cultural
heritage by regional tourism marketing, developing cultural and nature tours and
endorsing indigenous artists.
Kara Tunga has positively impacted the image of the region and promoted tourism
as income generator for the local community. They have developed the Karamoja
region into a sustainable must-visit off the beaten track region where tourists
experience the local Karamojong culture and beautiful Karamoja region.
By keeping the local’s interests at heart, they have started a local tourism academy
to train locals to work in tourism, to gain an income and to build their own future.
They have thereby collaborated with local communities and shepherds to develop
community tours that focus on storytelling and to give tourists a unique
off-the-beaten-track experience that truly is special.
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